THE IMPORTANCE of Father and Son’s TRUE NAMES – worshiping
The Almighty in Spirit and Truth!
Please allow me the opportunity to share VERY IMPORTANT revelation knowledge with you
that COMPLETELY TRANSFORMED my life, as well as mine others around the world. I do
this IN LOVE, because I would love you to HEAR the WHOLE TRUTH!
Please take the time to read and study this . . .
As a former charismatic pastor, I had lots of knowledge of Scripture, BUT LITTLE to NO
UNDERSTANDING! Why? Simply because I was NOT taught the whole truth!
Isn't the NAME of a PERSON the very FIRST THING that we are introduced to when meeting
someone? Weren't you EXCITED every time you heard or saw the NAME of your loved one
when you started courting? Why are our NAMES so important? Well, simply because it
IDENTIFIES us and links us to our characters and personalities!
EVERYTHING on earth is KNOWN by their names - including humans, animal species,
plants, trees, cities, countries, teams, businesses, etc. NAMES are IMPORTANT – especially
the 2 MOST REVERED NAMES of FATHER and SON!
DID YOU KNOW that NAMES ARE NEVER TRANSLATED? It means that your personal and
unique name will REMAIN the same, NO MATTER what places you visit or immigrate to . . . our
names DO NOT CHANGE to blend-in with the traditions, culture, and language of the places we
visit! Our NAMES REMAIN the same, even thousands of years after our death. We DO NOT
have a name in every language of earth - we have ONE NAME that can be WRITTEN and
PRONOUNCED in EVERY LANGUAGE on earth. The SAME APPLIES to the FATHER and
SON’s NAMES!
Names are transliterated, meaning we use the letters of the Destination (SECOND)
LANGUAGE to make the SAME SOUND as the letters from the ROOT (original) language!
Scripture teaches that we must worship The FATHER in SPIRIT and TRUTH (Joh 4:23-24)!
How is this possible if we don't KNOW His SET-APART NAME and don't understand His
Word? How is it possible for Him to be our FIRST LOVE, yet we DON'T KNOW His NAME?
How can we be IN COVENANT with Him, but NOT KNOW His NAME?
It was ONLY after the TRUE NAMES of FATHER and SON were REVEALED to me that my
RELATIONSHIP with the Father, through His Son CHANGED! It FILLED the voidness I had
all my life!
You see - EVERYTHING that our FATHER created is LINKED to His NAME and carries His
SIGNATURE, INCLUDING US!
Dan 9:19 “O YHUH (YHWH), hear! O YHUH, forgive! O YHUH, listen and act! Do not delay for
Your own sake, my Elohim, for Your city and Your people are CALLED by Your NAME.”
Pertaining to the TREE of LIFE (Rev 22:14)
Rev 22:4 And they shall see His face, and HIS NAME shall be upon their FOREHEADS.
Scripture teaches us the IMPORTANCE of the Names of FATHER and SON (we are saved,
delivered, immersed (baptized), healed, called, and restored) in THEIR NAMES!

It should be EVIDENT to any intelligent person that "God" and "Lord" are NOT the NAME of
The Almighty! If we study Scripture, using the ROOT language that Scripture was FIRST
written in (ancient Hebrew), we will see what "God" and "Lord" actually imply:
H1167 from the Hebrew Strong's shows us that "lord" = ba'al
H1168 shows us that ba'al is a Phoenician [pagan] deity (god)
If we go to Wikipedia, we see that "lord" is applied to ALL PAGAN GODS!
Is it then acceptable to call upon, pray to, praise, and worship THE ALMIGHTY in THE SAME
TITLE/NAME that ALL PAGAN gods are referred to, even satan?
What about "God"
This is what the Encyclopedia Americana (1945 Edition) says under the topic GOD (god):
“Common Teutonic word for personal object of religious worship, formerly applicable
to super-human beings of heathen myth; on conversion of Teutonic races to
"Christianity", term was applied to Supreme Being.”
"God (Gad)" is also a Babylonian "deity" of FORTUNE . . .
Hebrew Strong's 1408, confirms it as a Babylonian deity of Fortune!
We see this on American notes "In God we Trust"!
Read Shemoth (Exodus) 23:13.
(It commands us to NOT use any others gods names (it must not be heard on our lips)!
What about "Jesus"
How is it possible (BEARING IN MIND that NAMES are NEVER TRANSLATED) that our
Messiah can have a poorly translated name from the Greek name Iesous? Doesn't Scriptures
teach that He was a Hebrew and a Jew, from the tribe of Yahudah (Judah)? So it is OBVIOUS
that He had a HEBREW NAME!
Unfortunately, the more we look into the Greek interpretations of Scripture, the more we
discover mythological mischief - the Greeks were constantly attempting to incorporate their
Mythology into Scripture. In terms of our Messiah's Name, why do you suppose the Greeks
changed Yahusha (The TRUE [ancient] HEBREW NAME of Messiah) to Iesous and then to
Jesus in the mid 1600’s? Many would say it is because the Greek Iesous or Jesus means
Yahusha, but that simply is not the case. The literal translation of "Iesous" is said to mean "Hail
Zeus!" Also bear in mind that Messiah’s Name MUST POINT TO SALVATION. The names
[Iesous] and [Jesus] do NOT POINT to salvation at all, but YAHUSHA does as we will see later.
Can we be saved in Iesous (Zeus)’s name? Are we immersed (baptized) in this name? Doesn't
Scripture teach us that there is ONLY ONE Name by which man can be saved (Acts 4:12).
That Name can SURELY NOT BE Iesous, literally meaning "Hail Zeus"!
Please continue to read WHAT the Names of FATHER and SON are and HOW we ARRIVE
at the pronunciation of their Names!

The NAME of the ALMIGHTY (FATHER)
Take note that the name of The Almighty in the Hebrew is made up of 4 Hebrew letters reminding you that the Word of The Almighty was FIRST written in ANCIENT HEBREW (with
NO VOWEL pointing), before it was translated into Aramaic, Greek, Latin, modern Hebrew,
(with VOWEL POINTING), English and many other languages. These four letters are
consonants, but also bring with them vowel sounds (ANCIENT HEBREW). Thus, the letters
within the Name are pronounced as follows:
Yod or Yud = "y" as in yard.
Hay or Hey = "ah" as in bach.
Uau (Waw) = "oo" as in food.
Hay or Hey = "ah" as in bach OR "ay" as in bay.
Thus, if we put together these sounds, we arrive at "ya hoo ah."

But when we say words, the sound of the word does not equal the sound of each of the letters,
one right after the other. If so, the name Dawid would sound like "d-ay-w-i-d." When we say
words, we blend the letters’ sounds and it usually does not sound like we are pronouncing each
letter. Taking "y ah oo ah," this blends into the sounds "ya hoo-ah."
And finally, "YAHUAH"
Or, I can explain the Name of YHUH transliterated from ANCIENT HEBREW as follow:
Y = "Yod/Yud" = Y
H = "Hay" = ah
U (W) = "Uau" = u
H = "Hay" = ah
If we add the Y+ah+u+ah together, we get YAHUAH, [or YAHUWAH as some write it].
Taking a different approach, consider the following: In Tehillim (Psalms) 150, the expression,
Hallelu-YAH is used a number of times. Note that "hallelu" means "(you) praise". It is an
imperative and is a call to praise: “you all, praise” . . . The "yah" part of the expression is the
abbreviated, poetic form of the name YHUH. Grammatically speaking, it is significant that the
letter "hay" has a dot in the middle of it. This is called a mappiq. Its purpose is to let the reader
know that this letter is not to be cut off or silenced. The letter is to have a full sharp
pronunciation. The expression should be pronounced, "Hallelu-Yah" with a full "h" sound as in a
sharp exhale of air from the mouth.
Thus, "YAH" is the correct pronunciation of the first part of the Almighty’s full Name. But since
the hay ("h") is to be fully pronounced, it also blends in with the next letter - it is NOT to be
drowned out with the sound that follows. It is to be a fully pronounced "h" as in "YAHU."
This pronunciation "YAHU" is testified to in names that use these first 3 of the 4 letter Name of
Elohim (Almighty). YirmeYahu (Jeremiah) the prophet's name, in Hebrew, utilizes the first three
letters of the name YHUH. Jeremiah's name in Hebrew is pronounced, "YirmeYAHU". Here,
"Yahu" is clearly the correct pronunciation of the first three letters of the Name of Elohim. The
names of YeshaYahu (Isaiah) and EliYahu (Elijah) in Hebrew are also pronounced the same
way. All three of these well known names, including 97 others confirm that "Yahu" is the correct
pronunciation of the first three letters. We also find the “Yahu” in the name of the tribe that
Messiah (and thus salvation) came from, namely Yahu-dah.
To finish the pronunciation, we merely add the final hay or hey. The letter “h” prefers the “ah”
sound before it and after it. The letter itself is pronounced "h" or "ah." So, YAHU plus [ah] equals

YaHUaH.
FATHER'S NAME MADE even simpler (confirming what has already been written above)!
Tehillim (Psalms) 68:4 Sing to ELohim, sing praises to His Name. Raise up a highway for Him
Who rides through the deserts, By His Name Yah, And exalt before Him!
We see the "Yah" portion of the Name of YAHUAH confirming the first two letters, also by the
word HalleluYah.
So there is no question on this.
That the third letter is the “oo” sound, is confirmed by the names of the prophets that end in His
great Name, which is typically "yahoo" just like Yisrael's current president "Benjamin
NetanYahu"
YeshaYahu Known in English as Isaiah (Yahuah has saved)
YirmeYahu Known in English as Jeremiah (Yahuah will rise)
MattithYahu Known in English as Matthew (Gift of Yahuah)

The fourth letter, the Hebrew “hay” is the only point of "possible controversy", but we can easily
see that it is an “ah” sound from the word Judah, or as it is properly written in Hebrew as
“Yahudah”, and not Judeh or Yahudeh.
The only difference in the spelling of Yahu-dah and Father’s Name in the Hebrew is the fourth
letter “dalet”. If we remove the dalet [the “dee” sound] from yahu-d-ah, we have the Name of the
Creator, which is . . .

Yahu-ah.
Yahu-d-ah is the tribe (YahuDah)
Yahu-ah (without the "d') is Father’s Name.
IN HEBREW . . .
Yod-Hay-Uau/(Waw)-Dalet-Hay is the Tribe.
Yod-Hay-Uau/(Waw)-Hay is the Set Apart Name, also referred to as the "tetragrammaton".

YHUH = YaHUaH
The Messiah's Name
Scripture teaches us that the FATHER and His Son are ONE (Joh 17:11, 22)!
Scripture also teaches that the Son came IN His Father's Name (Joh 5:43) and did everything
IN His Father's Name (Joh 10:25) . . . CONSISTENT with the Father's nature - the authentic
Scriptural Name of His Son is also ROOTED in His own Set-Apart Name!
Scriptures CONFIRM that our Messiah's Name was never "Jesus" . . . the Name "Jesus" is less
than 500 years old on earth, whilst our Messiah died more than 2000 years ago. His Name was
translated from the Hebrew (Yahusha) to the Greek (Iesous/Iesvs) to the Latin (Iesus) to the
English (Jesus). Ancient Hebrew is the FIRST and ORIGINAL LANGUAGE of SCRIPTURE as
can be proven by many reputable resources. There is NO LETTER "J" in Hebrew or Greek! The
name "Jesus" was first introduced to the KJV Translation of the Bible after 1627, NEVER
PRIOR to that!
Scriptures teach us that anyone who calls on the Name of YHUH (Yahuah) will be
saved/delivered.
(Yo'el 2:32; Acts 2:21 and Rom 10:13)!
It is thus important to NOTE that the Scriptural Name of the Messiah will "POINT TO"
SALVATION to align with sound Scriptural teaching.
Our FATHER made His Name (Exo 3:15, Isa 42:8) as well as His Son’s Name (Mat 1:21, Luk
1:31) known to us through His Word. Their Names are ONE as they are ONE (Joh 17:11 and
22). The FATHER’S CORRECT SCRIPTURAL NAME in every language on earth as ALREADY
EXPLAINED, is Yahuah. There are MUCH Scriptural and Historical EVIDENCE to confirm this!
His Son, our Messiah’s Name is IN the FATHER’s Name.
Ma'aseh (Acts 4:12) “And there is no deliverance in anyone else, for there is NO other Name
under the heaven given among men by which we need to be saved.”
We take the “YAHU” (also the first 3 letters in the FATHER’S Name), which is demonstrated to
be the common pronunciation of “yod-hay-uau” and the “sha”, which is the common
pronunciation of “shin-ayin” and we get YAHU-sha . . . which translated means YAHUah (the
FATHER), sha (saves), through His SON.

Yod = "Y" (also in the Father's Name)
Hay = "ah" (also in the Father's Name)
Uau (Waw) = "u" (also in the Father's Name)
Shin = "sh"
Ayin = "a" (silent sound)

Adding all the letters individually, we get Y-ah-u-sh-a!
Messiah’s SCRIPTURAL Name in EVERY LANGUAGE on earth, is Yahusha The [Yahu] is in
the FATHER's Name and the [sha] points to salvation through the Son, hence you add the
“Yahu” and the “sha” and get Yahu sha!
So our Messiah’s Name is YAHU-sha, which means “YAHUah (The Father) saves (sha)
through His Son”, which is consistent with Scriptural teaching!
MattitYahu (Matthew) 1:21 “She will give birth to a son, and you are to name Him Yahusha,
because He will SAVE His people from their sins.”
Our Mashiach (Messiah's) Name is derived from the Hebrew word Ye"sha"
(Hebrew Strong's 3468), meaning: deliverance, rescue, salvation, safety and welfare.
The Word Ye"sha" comes from the HEBREW ROOT Word Ya"sha" (Hebrew Strong's 3467),
meaning: to deliver and save . . .
You will CLEARLY see that both Ye"sha" and Ya"sha" end with "sha" (not "shua").
What is interesting to note (not taught as Linguistic Truth) as revealed to me (personally) is the
fact that several very important words in Hebrew carry the "sha" (Yahu "sha"), directly
linked to the Messiah's Name. Bear in mind that the Name of the Messiah is derived from the
Hebrew Word Ye"sha" (Strongs H3468). Yesha comes from the ROOT word Ya"sha"
(Strongs H3467).
Both these root words end with "sha".
In the Book of Ye"sha"Yahu (Isaiah), our Father reveals His Name to us (Isa 42:8) and teaches
us that there is NO Savior apart from Him (Isa 43:11).
In both these instances these foundational truths comes from the root word Ye"sha",
meaning deliverance, rescue, salvation, safety and welfare, pointing to Messiah Yahu"sha".
I do NOT share this as Linguistic TRUTH, but merely share it as a personal revelation.
"Sha" bat
Scriptures teach that our Messiah is Master of the Sabbath (Mat 12:8; Mar 2:28 and Luk 6:5)
"Sha" lom
Without our Messiah's redemptive work on the pole/stake/tree, we cannot have Shalom (peace)
(Joh 14:27; 16:33).
"Sha" ma
Hebrew Strong's 8085 meaning to "hear" or "obey" the Word of ELohim
(Exo 15:26; Exo 19:5)
"Sha" vuot
Messiah Yahusha perfectly fulfilled the Festival of Shavuot (Pentecost), which is one of the four
(seven in total) Appointed Times of Almighty YHUH (YHWH) that He already fulfilled
(Lev 23:16-22; Act 2:1-4)
"Sha" mayim (heaven)
When our Messiah ascended to heaven, He said that He was going to prepare a place for us
(Joh 14:2-3).
Yeru "sha" layim (Jerusalem)
The city in Scripture that Father YHUH (YHWH) has put His Name and from where Messiah and
the set-apart ones will reign
(2Ki 21:4; 2Chr 6:6; Jer 3:17; Rev 3:12).
Also bear in mind that Messiah's Name is seen in the tribe/lineage (bloodline) that He came
from, namely Yahu-dah (Judah) - we see the "Yahu", which is also in the Father's Name in the
Name of Messiah, as well as the name of the tribe He comes from!
Yahu-dah (Tribe)
Yahu-ah (Father)
Yahu-sha (Messiah)

